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Day One: Tonight is your welcome evening. At registration, you
will receive your beautiful welcome gift. This evening is dedicated
mental preparation for a weekend of vulnerability, networking,
and starting from a clean slate. It’s tonight that you’ll find your
weekend sisterhood.   

Day Two: Today we focus on spring cleaning your business from
the inside out. You’ll learn what parts of your business to
showcase, what parts are creating brand confusion, and most
importantly why. Once it clicks and all starts making sense, you
will start rebuilding your business model; Your new polished
business model that allows other people to grow your business
for you.  

Day Three: Today we focus on the reconstruction if your business,
and putting things in the proper order allows for simplicity,
clarity, and growth... and then the really fun part: The part where
you create a REAL ACTUAL business pitch. Your completed pitch
will be presented to all of your new sisters. We will cheer you on,
help with positive feedback and offer constructive criticism. This 
 pitch will be presented to your first desired business
collaboration. 

MAY 12-14, 2023
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The Business Retreat  |  Petaluma, Ca

’SOME DAY ISN’T A DAY OF THE WEEK;
IT’S JUST ANOTHER WORD FOR ‘NEVER.’   

-Robert Herjavec

The business retreat that teaches lash artists how to
get their business on paper, get your sh#t together,
and to simplify your business in a way that makes
everyone around you want to be a part of your story.  



$299

BECOME A SPONSOR
The best thing about being a sponsor for Lash
Booth Collective is that we do most of the work for
you. You simply mail or email us what we need. You
don't need to be present for the event. No travel
costs. No prep time for a booth. No taking time off
and having to find someone to cover you at work.
We make it easy. Our goal is to make this as simple
as we can for our sponsors by doing most of the
footwork for you. This event will have a max
headcount of 125 people attending, cultivating an
intimate boutique style business retreat of the
perfect size to allow your brand to be the feature of
our event. Your products wont compete with other
brands, and your product ends up directly in the
hands of the lash artist. You are truly featured, and
we make several areas that showcase your brand.
We do all of the packing, presentation, set up and
make you look like an incredible company that will
leave everyone wanting to collab with your brand
moving forward.

OUR PROMISE

Lash Booth Collective: The Business Retreat forLash Booth Collective: The Business Retreat for
lash artists is a one-of-a-kind experience that youlash artists is a one-of-a-kind experience that you
wont find anywhere else. We promise that you'llwont find anywhere else. We promise that you'll
leave this retreat with a completely newfoundleave this retreat with a completely newfound
comprehension of how to reach your businesscomprehension of how to reach your business
and personal goals. This retreat is 100% focused onand personal goals. This retreat is 100% focused on
you. We wont be spending the weekend listeningyou. We wont be spending the weekend listening
to stories of why other businesses are successful,to stories of why other businesses are successful,
and how "you can be, too."and how "you can be, too." We are here to teach We are here to teach
you how you how youyou can be successful, because  can be successful, because youryour
business shouldn't look like anyone else's.business shouldn't look like anyone else's.
Throughout the weekend, you will be completingThroughout the weekend, you will be completing
assignments that show you tangible steps thatassignments that show you tangible steps that
you can start taking and applying to youryou can start taking and applying to your
business today. You'll be busy all weekendbusiness today. You'll be busy all weekend
constructing or re-constructing your newconstructing or re-constructing your new
business model from start-to-finish with your 80-business model from start-to-finish with your 80-
page curriculum book, and Jena as your guide.page curriculum book, and Jena as your guide.  

Each day is dedicated to a specific process. DayEach day is dedicated to a specific process. Day
one is dedicated to putting your guard down andone is dedicated to putting your guard down and
allowing yourself to become vulnerable enoughallowing yourself to become vulnerable enough
to grow. Day two is dedicated to 'spring cleaning'to grow. Day two is dedicated to 'spring cleaning'
your business, and tossing out the things thatyour business, and tossing out the things that
have been holding you back. Day three ishave been holding you back. Day three is
dedicated to the reconstruction of your newdedicated to the reconstruction of your new
business model, and creating your new businessbusiness model, and creating your new business
pitch.pitch.

What you did to get where you are isn't what willWhat you did to get where you are isn't what will
get you where to you want to be. Sometimes, it'sget you where to you want to be. Sometimes, it's
that one piece of magical advice that changes thethat one piece of magical advice that changes the
trajectory of your life. I hope Lash Booth Collectivetrajectory of your life. I hope Lash Booth Collective
can be that for you.can be that for you. jena

Nestled in the heart of Sonoma County, our retreat
takes place less than an hour from a plethora of famous
locations and landmarks. Would you like to visit ‘The
Painted Ladies’ in San Francisco? How about wine
tasting in a real life castle. Maybe you’re looking to be a
little more low key and watch the sunset from our
incredible west coast cliff beaches. Wanting to stay
local? Set off on an evening spring stroll in our adorable
vintage streets. (psst.. our neighborhoods look like
they’re straight out of the movie, ‘Hocus Pocus’). Maybe
you just want to relax in your room at a historical
haunted hotel. Whatever you’re into, it’s here. Petaluma
is pure Instagram gold, and you’re sure to turn your
retreat into an extended stay.  Jena will provide a list of
her favorite photo opp locations, restaurants, wineries,
and all of her favorite spots that only the locals know
about… including the small theatre that ‘Sublime’
played their very last show at [that’s it’s only a few
minute  walk away from our beautiful venue].  You’re
going to fall in love with Jena’s hometown.

THE LOCATION
PETALUMA, CA

LEARN HOW TO PUT YOURSELF FIRST                            BEING SELFISH. without


